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Tipicidade formal ou material

In addition to adopting material assumptions of the theory of objective imputation, constitutional theory of the crime (in the material dimension of the typical) considers the crime to be a legal fender.
Classical criminal doctrine has always understood the typical category of crime (first, moreover), but it has given it a predominant formal focus. Criminal
typical, before the advent of modern theory of objective imputation (1970, Roxin), had two dimensions: objective (or formal) and subjective. Let's see: (a) for classical causation doctrine, a typical fact requires: 1. voluntary behavior (neutral: no deed or guilt); 2. naturalistic result (in material crimes); 3. causal link (between behaviour and outcome); 4. typical
relationship (proportionality of the fact to the letter of the law). The criminal type, as you can see, according to the causal current, has only one dimension: the target (or formal). Dolo or guilt, at that time, belonged to the fault (there were forms of fault).
(b) for the Welzel Doctrine of the Finalists, the typical fact requires: 1. intentional or guilty conduct
(deed and guilt become part of the negotiations); 2. naturalistic result (in material crimes); 3. causal link (between behaviour and outcome); 4. proportionality of this fact to the letter of the law (typical relationship). The criminal type, from the end, begins to have two dimensions: target (or formal) and subjective (the second integrated fraud or guilt).
The
biggest criticism that can be artisized against these two concepts of typical fact is its (exaggerated) formalism. The criminal conviction was delivered with the mere submission of this fact to the letter of the law. Legal typicalness was confused with criminal typical. Both causalism and finalism failed to overcome formalistic legal positivity (binding and rocco).
They ignored the (almost) completely protected legal good, as well as its offensive dimension. The question of attributing the outcome of the negotiations was very vaguely addressed in the finalmis. They mistook a violation of a mandatory primary rule for a violation of the primary value standard. Moreover, they have almost completely waived this last aspect
of the criminal standard. He did not care about the necessary offence to the legal good or the objective attribution of that result to his representative. They focused their attention on causation. They gave little importance to imputation (or attribution) of reality to his agent (as his work).
Modern theory of objective imputation (Roxin) and criminal typical:
criminal typical, from Roxino's modern theory of objective imputation (1970), has been enriched with a new requirement that is consistent in attributing reality to his agent work). Two, basically, are the prerequisites (or requirements) of objective imputation: 1) the creation or increase of the relevant prohibited risk (which requires a decision to disagree with the
behavior); (2) that the result can be objectively attributed to the risk incurred (and that it falls within the scope of the protection of the standard). The criminal type, in criminal offenses, after the onset of modern theory of objective imputation, began to have three dimensions: 1. 2.) normative (objective imputation) and 3.) subjective (fraud).
As a result of
what has been exposed, it should be noted how the subjective dimension of the typical dimension was corrected. For Welzel, she understood deed and guilt. It was clear from Roxino's functionalist theory of crime that it included only the actions and other subjective demands of the unjust. Guilt is fully solved with the criteria of objective imputation (which
represents the second dimension typical: normative).
Constitutional theory of crime and criminal typicalness: according to the constitutional theory of crime, which we have adopted (Zaffaroni, etc.), criminal typicalness must be understood (necessarily also) in a material sense. It is the result of all contributions aimed at clearly aggravating what is
criminally important to a criminal type.
In addition to adopting material assumptions, Roxino's modern theory of objective imputation declares an urgent need to consider (in the material dimension typical) the crime of legal good (i.e.: legal outcome). Also because, according to the principle of infringement, there is no criminal offence without prejudice
or a specific risk of harm to the legal good.
The criminal type, i.e. in criminal offences, based on the constitutional theory of the offence, continues to have three dimensions [1.) objective or formal; 2) to normative or value; 3. subjective], but the second (normative) begins to include three – not only two – value judgments: 1. ) judgment of disagreement
with the conduct (creation or increase of the relevant prohibited risk); 2) judgment on the detection of a crime to a legal good (i.e.: legal outcome) and 3. judgment objective imputation of the result (to the risk created).
There is a lot of discussion about what would be the correct location of the judgment of disapproval of behavior, which means nothing
more than finding devaluing behavior. For Roxino, it's part of objective imputation. For Frisch, this judgment is autonomous and not confused with the objective imputation of the result. We will see this dispute later.
Criminal typical, i.e. in crimes committed after the theory of objective imputation, as well as constitutional-theoretical theory of crime
means formal or objective typical + material or normative typicalness (with three different indexing moments) + subjective typicality (verification of fraud and other possible subjective requirements of the unjust). [01] Let's look in full, each of the criminal requirements typical, today.
The requirement of a formally typical fact: a typical fact (in material or
constitutional sense) consists from the outset and, above all, a fact that includes all objective requirements that contribute to the configuration of a particular form of offense to the legal good. These are: behaviour, naturalistic outcome (in material offences), causal link (between behaviour and naturalistic outcome), as well as other formal requirements
required by the legal type (time, spatial requirements, method of execution, etc.).
Behavior is part of the fact: the behavior in turn requires the study of its assumptions (pregnancy is a prerequisite for the crime of abortion, e.g.), its object in kind (the thing or person to whom the behavior of the agent falls physically), as well as its subjects (active and
passive). It is part of the reality (i.e. it integrates a typical fact). According to our judgment, the conduct should not be studied separately (that is, it does not have dogmatic autonomy within the framework of the theory of crime).
In short, a typical fact (or formally typical fact) is a specific fact (real life) that achieves (meets) all the objective requirements
contained in criminal law and individualizes a form of crime to the legal fender.
A requirement for a factually typical fact: secondly, it must be factually typical. The factually typical concept of fact is complex. This requires three levels of evaluation, that is, a judgment of disapproval of conduct (prohibited risks), a judgment on the detection of a crime of
deparable legal interest and the judgment of objective imputation of the result (at the risk created or increased).
Materially typical, therefore, in the sense that we use here, includes both the question of creating or increasing a prohibited risk (judgment of disapproval of conduct) and a criminal offense to a legal good (a judgment of a crime), in addition
to objective imputation of the result (to risk or increase the risk).
Invaluable offense (= devaluation of the result): a materially typical fact, as we have just seen, requires an offensive fact that is inept for the protected legal good. And when is this offense invaluable? In addition, the invaluable offense must be: (a) specific or real (abstract danger or
assumption of danger will not find space in criminal law (b) transcendental, i.e. transcendental;
Devaluable legal outcome and material typical: only when all these qualities are met is that the legal result (offense) is in a position where it can be accepted as an expression of a material sense of typical.
Requirement of a subjectively typical fact:
for criminal offences, in addition to being formal and factually typical, a subjective dimension is still required (that is, the finding of an act and any subjective requirements of the unjust).
Synthesization: Criminal typicalness = formal or objective typical + material or normative typical + subjective typical: it is the sum of formal or objective typicalness +
material or normative typicalness + subjective typicality, which currently exhausts the concept of criminal typicality. There in this lies a great difference between constitutional-Indian theory of crime and other theories developed so far (causationist, neocardist, finalist and functionalist). MATERIAL TIPICITY AND CONGLOBANTE tipicity ZAFFARONI criminal
typical (is a much broader and broader concept, than the legal typical as we have seen), according to the constitutional theory of the crime we are adopting, includes three dimensions: a) a formal objective (or fazitic/legal or linguistic), which includes conduct (plus its active subject, passive subject, material object, its assumptions), naturalistic outcome (in
material offenses), causal link (between behavior and naturalistic outcome), time, spatial requirements, manner of conduct, etc., as well as proportionality of the facts when the law lytes;
(b) material (or prescriptive) which requires three different value judgments: 1.) a judgment of disagreement (creation or increase of the relevant prohibited risks); 2)
judgment of disagreement with the legal outcome (an offense that is not valuable for the legal estate or value of the result, which means injury or a specific risk of damage to the legal entity) and 3.) judgment objective imputation of the result (the result must be directly related to the risk created or increased – imputation link);
(c) subjective (clearance
determination and other possible specific subjective requirements).
The first two dimensions of criminal typical (formal-objective and material) reflect the difference (now completely indisputable in criminal law) between causation, devaluation and imputation of reality (in addition, the difference between causation and appears unequivocally in Article 13
CP).
The causal link (causal link and the principle of legality) is ensured by a formal objective or fanetic/legal dimension (a factually typical fact). The classic criminal doctrine focused only on this dimension. He forgot (almost entirely) the aspect of devalued behavior or even attribution (imputation) of reality to an agent. In the material dimension, on the
other hand, we have to deal with issues related to the devalued conduct and legal outcome, as well as the imputation (atbuttation) of this fact to its representative (to see if it was his work). Each offense has two dimensions. In criminal offences, a third is still required, which is subjective (which includes the document and other possible subjective
requirements).
The concept of criminal typicalness (according to the material and constitutional approach) that we advocate (and which includes formal or objective typical + material or normative typicalness + subjective typicallyness) is very close to the concept of conglomerate typical Zaffaroni [02], whose more substantial utterance can be described
as follows: what is permitted or supported or determined by one standard cannot be prohibited by another standard. A typical judgment must be carried out according to the normative system considered as a whole. If a standard allows, promotes, or determines behavior, what is enabled, supported, or determined by one standard must not be prohibited by
another standard.
For the said author, the typical crime is complex and is divided into objective and subjective. Objective typicalness consists of a systematic and conglomerate part. The first involves behaviour, naturalistic outcome (in some offences), causation and typical adecompiness of fact to the letter of the law. Second injury and objective
imputation are integrated.
Zaffaroni stresses that the criminal type (which is a dogmatic construct) is tasked with limiting the exercise of repressive power, which cannot become irrationality. Objective typical is the task of portraying a criminal fact, that is, a criminal conflict (conflict), which is one of the non-executive obstacles to the rationality of
repressive power. The target type is therefore part of a systematic type (behavior, result, etc.), as well as a conglomerate type. Conglobality is inside out of conflictivity. Therefore, it takes care of the injury, as well as objective imputation.
For the quoted author, as noted, the criteria of objective imputation (creation or increase of prohibited risks) are part
of what he calls conglobality. The crime would then consist of typical + subjective typicality. Read: systematic typicality + conglobality typical + subjective dimension (charter and other subjective requirements).
In our configuration, all offences (criminal or at fault) have a formal objective dimension (fazical/legal) and other material-normative. There is still
a subjective dimension to crime crimes.
Schematically, in a crime typical of Zaffaroni would be: objective typicalness + subjective typicalness. This would include systematic typicalness + conglobality.
For us, criminal is typical consisting of formal or objective typicalness + material or normative typicallyness + subjective typicalness.
What
Zaffaroni calls conglomerate typical (offensive + objective imputation), we call material typical, which requires (in our conception) three different value judgments: 1. ) judgment of disapproval of behavior (creation or increase of relevant prohibited risks); 2) judgment of disagreement with the legal result (an offence devaluable to a legal good, which means
injury or a specific risk of harm to legal goods) and 3. ) judgment objective imputation of the result (the result must be directly related to the created or increased risk – imputation link).
The legal outcome will be invaluable if the offense (a) is specific or actual (abstract danger or presumption of danger finds no scope in the criminal law of the
infringement), (b) transcendental, ie.
The difference between our construction (constitutionalist theory of crime) and zaffaroni (theory of conglobalistic typicalness) lies in the aggregation of certain details in material typicality.
We can infer from Zaffaroni's work, but the three different judgments that make up the essential side of tyucity (devaluation
of behavior + devaluation of the legal outcome + objective imputation of the result are not clear).
In any case, Zaffaroni virtue insists that harassment (which he calls lesity) is part of a criminal type. The Zaffaroni doctrine in this sense forms the basis of our constitutionalist theory of crime. The imperative demand for offensiveness (there is no offense
without offense to the legal estate) has not been clearly portrayed in previous constructs of the theory of crime (causative agent, neocardist, finalist or even functionalist).
On the other hand, everything zaffaroni inserts into so-called conglomerate (which is allowed or grown or the standard may not be prohibited by another) is part of the first material
value judgment, i.e. the decision to disagree with the conduct (creator or additions of prohibited risks). If there is a rule that allows, promotes, or determines behavior, it cannot be said that such behavior created a prohibited risk. What is permitted, promoted or determined by the standard creates the permitted risk, so there is no need to talk about disapproval
(or criminal).
In a sense, the determining criteria of Zaffaroni's conglomerate are relevant to the decision to approve (or disagree) the negotiations. What is allowed, promoted, or determined by one rule cannot be prohibited by another rule, so it does not constitute a typical fact (or a factually typical fact). NOTE [01] In an almost entirely random sense cf.
GRECO, Rogério, Criminal Law Course-PG, 2nd ed., Rio de Janeiro: Impulse, 2002, p. 176. It combines the author's criteria of material typicality with the concurrent typical Zaffaroni. All this can be studied independently. Separately.
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